ICHS Top Ten List
Our special residents who have been here a while and would love to find their forever home with you!
#1 AUBREY JEAN – AUGUST 2015 Aubrey Jean is one of those independent
gals who insists on having things her way! She is a Torbie (tri-colored
tortoise/tabby) and those of you who know your tri-colored female felines know that
they can be a bit temperamental! She enjoys attention and being petted, but
without warning, she will let you know that “enough is enough”! Aubrey spends her
time in the kennel manager’s office where she has the freedom to come and go.
Aubrey needs to be an only cat. If you are NOT interested in a lap cat or do NOT
want to spend a lot of time brushing/petting, etc., she just might be the kitty that YOU are looking for!☺

#2 YUNA - JANUARY 2017 Yuna is a 4-5 year old beauty! She is a long-haired
diluted Torti and she comes complete with the “torti-tude” (translated to mean that
she is an independent lady). Yuna loves attention but she will let you know when
she has had enough fun and for this reason a home without young children would
be best. She lives with other cats and like the rest of the gang in The Catnip
Lounge, she respects the other cats’ space and expects the same courtesy from the
others. She plays, loves attention and enjoys (and needs) being brushed. Although
Yuna is quite content here at ICHS, she would be even happier living at YOUR house! Just ask her!
#3 MOBY - JULY 2017 Moby is a young kitty. The first thing that you may
notice about Moby is his eye. His eye is fine but he is missing part of the lid
above the eye which gives him a “rakish” appearance. He does need to
have daily eye drops to keep the eye from drying out, but he is very good
about the “daily drops”. Moby loves to play but he also loves to cuddle and
oftentimes cuddling wins out over playtime – he just wants to sit in your lap
and be adored! Although Moby does get along with some cats, he can be a
bit bossy so although he can be with other cats, he may be just as happy being YOUR “one and only”!
Socks (see #6) and Moby were buddies at one time, so if you are looking for two “brothers” – here they
are – just waiting for YOU!
#4 FUJI – JANUARY 2018 Fuji is a 2-3 year old Torti and is a “classic” Torti.
She is beautiful, charming and independent! She loves people and loves to play.
Fuji enjoys the luxury of living in one of the cat condos which is good because she
is a very active and athletic cat. She can be a bit vocal which, of course, is to get
YOUR attention. She also makes cute little chattering noises which add to her
character. She is a sweet and charming kitty – but by describing her as a
“classic” Torti, that would indicate that Fuji is all about Fuji! She will need to be an
only cat and although she loves people, younger children will probably not fit into Fuji’s lifestyle. Come
and ‘experience’ Fuji today!
#5 KITTY – JANUARY 2018 Kitty is a pretty 2-3 year old ‘typical’ Torti.
She’s ‘typical’ because of her independent nature (yes, all cats are independent
but Torties are especially notorious for that characteristic)! Although she is
independent, she is still a sweetie – just ask her! She loves to play but will give
up playtime in order to sit on YOUR lap for some well-deserved attention – she
loves attention! Kitty will want YOU all to herself so she will be more than
pleased to be YOUR ‘one and only’! She doesn’t like to be confined to a cage
and is anxiously awaiting the day when she has YOU and a home! Can YOU make that happen?
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#6 SOCKS – FEBRUARY 2018 Socks is a young brown and white
tabby. When he first came in, he had such a “kittenish” appearance but not
so anymore – he is a big, handsome dude! Socks is timid with anyone that
he doesn’t know. If taken to a M&G room by someone that he doesn’t
know, he backs into a corner and will not interact. But if he knows you, it’s
an entirely different scenario! He loves to play and loves attention. Socks
had been in one of the community cat rooms for a time, but he and his good
buddy, Moby (see #3), liked to “tease” some of the other kitties and so he now lives in a cage. Socks can live
with other cats and if you would like a pair, Moby is also waiting for YOU!
#7 ALTHEA APRIL 2018 Althea is a young “interesting” tabby. She
prefers her solitude and so a quiet home is a necessity. She lives in the
office and as comfy as the couch may be, as soon as someone that she
doesn’t know walks into the office, she makes a ‘beeline’ for her cage.
She likes attention from people that she knows but she never relaxes
because she is constantly on the lookout for “the unknown”. She will
more than likely be a totally different cat once she settles into YOUR home, but that’s somewhat of a problem
because it may take weeks before she will warm up to YOU. Although she can live with other cats she would
prefer NOT to – being an only cat would be best. Althea probably is OK with her situation here at the shelter,
but she needs a home!
#8 MUSHU - MAY 2018 Mushu is a 2 year-old fella with the softest, silkiest brown fur
coat. When he first came to the shelter, he was a reddish-brown color and although he is
somewhat darker now – he is definitely brown which is an unusual color for a cat. He is a
sweetie and he enjoys lap time as well as playtime. Mushu gets along well with some cats
and has spent time in Larry’s Living Room, but he is in a cage now. Because of his history
of not getting along with all cats, he may do best as an only kitty. Mushu was diagnosed
with a chronic respiratory problem (he sneezed a lot) but this seems to be abating as he is
getting older – his excessive sneezing happens only infrequently! There has been little interest in Mushu
(although he is a favorite with the volunteers) so come and meet this “one of a kind” today!

#9 NALLA – MAY 2018 Nalla is a sweet “unassuming” cat that takes shelter life
in stride. Her previous owner (3 kitties) moved and she was only allowed to have 2
pets at her new residence and so Nalla came to ICHS. Although very shy at first, she
has adjusted well. She does well with other cats (having lived in both Larry’s Living
Room and The Catnip Lounge). Nalla is about two years old. She enjoys attention
and loves to be brushed. She seems not to get excited about much of anything which
would include showing enthusiasm when YOU come to visit. YOU will have to seek
her out, but if YOU are looking for a sweet kitty that will adjust quickly – look no further – Nalla is here waiting
just for YOU!

#10 TWEED - JULY 2018 If you’re wondering why anyone would name a lovely young
lady ‘Tweed’ – well, there is a reason. When a litter of kittens comes to the shelter, they’re
named after a ‘common theme’ (easier to keep track of family members). So, this litter of
kittens and their mother was named after ‘fabric’ (I’m not sure why ‘fabric’ was chosen).
Madras (the mother) and the siblings (Twill, Poplin and Merino) have since been adopted but
Tweed remains behind. She was the shy one of the family (I wonder if her name contributed
to a self-image problem☺)! The good news is that once YOU make her a part of YOUR
family, YOU can change her name! Tweed is no longer a kitten but a sweet, shy young lady and lives in
Larry’s Living Room.
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